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Voluntary contribution to multiple public projects

M. Koster� H. Reijniersey M. Voorneveldzx

Abstract

The problem of �nancing a set of public goods (facilities, projects) by private contri-

butions is studied. The corresponding cooperative game, the realization game, is shown

to be convex. For the noncooperative setting we study a realization scheme that induces

a strategic game. This contribution game is shown to be best-response equivalent with a

coordination game in which the payo� to all players is the utilitarian collective welfare

function, i.e., the sum of the utility functions of the players. Several equilibrium proper-

ties are derived: no money is wasted in an equilibrium; a player whose necessary projects

are not all realized does not contribute. Strategy pro�les maximizing utilitarian welfare

are strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game. Each strong Nash equilibrium corre-

sponds to a core element of the realization game in a natural way. It is shown that there is

a one-to-one correspondence between the set of strong Nash equilibria of the contribution

game and the largest set of core elements of the realization game, that is consistent with

maximizing the number of players with non-zero payo�s. It is precisely the subset of the

core according to which rewards zero indicate null players.
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1 Introduction

The object of this paper is to study problems of private provision of a collection of public

facilities, or, as we call them, projects. The projects are considered pure public goods:

once a project has been built, all players can use it. Speci�cally, in the contribution

problem there are �nitely many players. Each of these players is interested in a subset

of the �nite set of projects. Realization of these is necessary for him to derive a bene�t:

if and only if a superset of them is realized, he receives a reward. Associated with each

project are its costs.

We focus on two decision making processes, di�ering in the degree of cooperation in

the decision making process. In the cooperative situation, in presence of the possibility

to enforce general agreement, we focus on the naturally related cooperative transferable

utility game, i.e. the realization game. The game is determined by the associating each

coalition of players to the aggregate pro�ts that it is capable of generating itself indepen-

dent from the others, just by making an optimal choice between the feasible combinations

of projects. In the noncooperative mode, i.e. in absence of the possibility making binding

agreements, an additional component, the realization scheme, determines the strategic

contribution game. The players are assumed to submit a contribution independently of

the other players, and given the pro�le of contributions the realization scheme determines

which projects are realized, and consequently also the individual payo�s. The strategy

space of each player is his set of possible contributions. This set is taken to be the interval

from zero (inclusive) to a player's reward (exclusive), meaning that each player contributes

a nonnegative amount, but strictly less than his reward. The payo� function of a player

is a player's reward if his projects are realized, minus his contribution.

Both games are similar to those studied in Young (1998), who focuses on setting access

charges to public facilities and publicly regulated monopolies. However, the assumption

of exclusion is explicitly used and therefore the results do not apply to our case of pure

public goods. We only allow for partial exclusion in the weak sense that a player can

be excluded from a project only if the player is not interested in the project, i.e. the

player should be indi�erent between being excluded and getting service for free. Due to

this weak exclusive characteristic the projects under consideration di�er from local or club
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goods (see, e.g., Cornes and Sandler (1996)). Up to now, not much has been said about

the realization function: after all contributions have been made, what projects will be

built? In fact, many possible realization functions come to mind. But considering that

the players behave noncooperatively to subsidize public goods, it is of obvious signi�cance

to investigate whether a realization scheme can be de�ned that induces the contributors

to play the contribution game, perhaps without them being aware of it, in the interest of

the collective player set. In this paper, a simple measure of collective welfare is used: the

sum of the individual player's payo� functions, often referred to as the classical utilitarian

collective welfare function (cf. Moulin (1988)).

It is indeed possible to de�ne a realization scheme in such a way that the contribution

game is best-response equivalent with a coordination game in which each contributor's

payo� is this utilitarian welfare function. In terms of Monderer and Shapley (1996),

this realization scheme makes the contribution game an ordinal potential game, where

one of the ordinal potential functions is the utilitarian welfare function. The realization

scheme takes into account that each contributor is willing to pay only for projects he

is interested in and that the money allocated to a project is never more than its costs.

Remaining contributions in excess of the costs of the realized projects go to waste. Under

these restrictions, there may still be several ways to allocate as much of the contributions

as possible to the projects. Our realization scheme builds only those projects that are

completely �nanced by each such maximal allocation. To make the realization scheme

more precise, the model uses maximal ows and minimum cuts in certain ow networks.

The existence of Nash equilibria of the contribution game is established and several

of its properties are studied. Given a pro�le of contributions, there may be players whose

projects are not realized. These players contribute zero if the pro�le is a Nash equilibrium.

Moreover, the contributions in a Nash equilibrium exactly su�ce to pay for the projects

of the players making a positive contribution, so no money goes to waste.

Now that it has been established that the players at least implicitly act in the interest

of utilitarian welfare and that the game has a nonempty collection of Nash equilibria,

one can derive that there is a Nash equilibrium maximizing utilitarian welfare. Hence,

single players have no incentive to deviate since the pro�le is a Nash equilibrium, and the
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entire player set has no incentive to deviate since the pro�le maximizes utilitarian welfare.

But one can show more. Such strategy pro�les are in fact strong Nash equilibria of the

contribution game: there is no coalition of players with an incentive to deviate from a

strategy pro�le maximizing utilitarian welfare.

In particular this means that each strong Nash equilibrium de�nes a pre-imputation

of the cooperative realization game, and, as will be shown, it determines a core element.

There exists a strong relation between the concept of the core and the concept of strong

Nash equilibrium: there is a 1-1 correspondence between the set of strong Nash equilibria

of the contribution game and the payo�s in the core except those that that give zero

payo� to non-null players. We note that a similar result was shown in Young (1998) for

the excludable case.

Summarizing, by choosing a particular realization scheme, one can guarantee that the

players of a noncooperative contribution game act in common interest, in the sense that

maximizing a player's payo� function given the strategy pro�le of his opponents is equiv-

alent with maximizing utilitarian welfare given the strategy pro�le of his opponents. Not

only do the players act in common interest, but there exist pro�les maximizing utilitarian

welfare, which turn out to be strong Nash equilibria of the contribution game and core

elements of the realization game. Our last theorem explores the relationship between

strong Nash equilibria and core elements in detail.

2 The cooperative realization game

In this section the model is speci�ed and some preliminary results are provided. First we

need some additional notation. For a set X its power set is identi�ed with 2X , i.e. the

set of all mappings f : X ! f0; 1g. In this fashion S � X is identi�ed with f 2 2X if

f(i) = 1 if and only if i 2 S.

De�nition A realization problem is represented by an ordered tuple R = (N;M;m; !; c),

where

(i) N is the �nite set of players;
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(ii) M is the �nite set of public goods or projects;

(iii) m = (mi)i2N 2 (2M)N speci�es the set of projects required by each player: player

i 2 N needs the projects in mi �M ;

(iv) ! = (!i)i2N 2 IRN
++ speci�es the reward to each player i 2 N if (a superset of) all

projects in mi are realized; it expresses the individual needs for projects;

(v) c = (cj)j2M 2 IRM
++ speci�es for each project j 2M the costs cj to build this project;

The projects are considered to be public goods: once a project has been built, all players

can make use of it.

A cooperative game (von Neumann and Morgenstern (1944)) is an ordered pair (N; v)

where N is the set of players and v : 2N ! IR is the characteristic function relating each

coalition S � N to a real number v(S) that is interpreted as the total of pro�ts that S is

able to generate through internal cooperation. Moreover, it is assumed that v(;) = 0. We

will write G for the class of all cooperative games. Each realization problem corresponds

to a cooperative game in a natural way. The value of a coalition of players S � N is the

total of net bene�ts that it is able to collect by realization of the right combination of

projects. That is, to each realization problem R = (N;M;m; !; c) the related cooperative

game (N; vR) is de�ned through

vR(S) = max
~m�m

8<
:

X
i2S;mi� ~m

!i �
X
j2 ~m

cj

9=
; for all S � N: (2.1)

Throughout this paper we will refer to (N; vR) as the cooperative realization game for R.

Example 2.1 Let R = (N;M;m;w; c) be the realization problem as is de�ned through

N = f1; 2; 3g;M = fp; q; rg; m1 = fpg; m2 = fp; qg; m3 = fq; rg; ! = (10; 10; 20) and

c = (9; 5; 10). Then the values of the di�erent coalitions of the corresponding 3-player

cooperative realization game (N; vR) are listed in the table below. /

Theorem 2.2 The cooperative realization game (N; vR) is convex, i.e. for all i 2 N and
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S ; f1g f2g f3g f1; 2g f1; 3g f2; 3g N

vR(S) 0 1 0 5 6 6 6 16

Figure 2.1: The values for vR.

S � T � Nnfig it holds

vR(S [ fig)� vR(S) � vR(T [ fig)� vR(T ):

Proof. Let Si � S [ fig be such that vR(S [ fig) = !(Si)� c(mSi) and let T0 � T be

such that v(T ) = !(T0)� c(mT0). We have:

vR(T [ fig)� vR(T ) � f!(T0 [ Si)� c(mT0[Si)g � f!(T0)� c(mT0)g

= !(Si)� !(Si \ T0)� fc(mT0[Si)� c(mT0nmSi)g

+fc(mT0)� c(mT0nmSi)g

= !(Si)� !(Si \ T0)� c(mSi) + c(mSi \mT0)

� v(S [ fig)� f!(Si \ T0)� c(mSi\T0)g

� v(S [ fig)� v(S): 2

The convexity of cooperative realization games expresses that there is an incentive for

the players to cooperate. Given the cooperation of the grand coalition the problem of

allocating vR(N) over the individual players remains. In case of an arbitrary cooperative

game (N; v) a preferable allocation is stable in the sense that no coalition of players has

an incentive to split o�. The set of all those stable allocations is called the core, notation

core(N; v), and core(N; v) := fx 2 IRN
j x(S) � v(S) for all S � N; x(N) = v(N)g. By

convexity of the game (N; vR) we have core(N; vR) 6= ; (cf. Shapley (1971)) for each

realization problem R.
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The values vR(S) can be calculated in polynomial time by determining minimum cuts

of certain ow networks that will be de�ned subsequently. For S � N construct a ow

network �S as follows. The network �S has as node set V consisting of a source, a sink, S,

and mS := [i2Smi. The nodes are called So, Si, node(i) (i 2 S), and node(j) (j 2 mS).

Moreover �S has as arc set A consisting of directed arcs. For each player i 2 S there is

an arc ai from the source So to player i's node node(i) with capacity cap(i) = !i. When

project j 2 mS is an element of mi, there is an arc aij from node(i) to node(j) with a

capacity strictly larger than the individual bene�ts !i say for instance cap(ij) = !i + 1.

For each project j 2 mS there is an arc aj from node(j) to the sink Si with capacity

cap(j) = cj .

Example 2.3 The ow network �N corresponding to the realization problem as in

Example 2.1 has the form of Figure 2.2. /

ω

ω

ω

Figure 2.2: A ow network.

Theorem 2.7 shows how that the construction of precisely those projects that appear in

some minimum cut of �S maximizes the aggregate payo�s for coalition S. De�nitions

concerning ows and cuts in a ow network (V;A) with a source and a sink are briey

reviewed. For a more detailed study, see for instance Rockafellar (1984). A ow is

a function f : A ! IR such that for each directed arc (i; j) from node i to node j,

f(i; j) 2 [0; cap(i; j)], and ow is conserved at every node, except possibly at the source
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and the sink. One can understand a ow as an amount of water transported from the

source, through the network, to the sink, without ooding the arcs. A cut is a set of arcs

such that each positive ow from source to sink uses at least one of these arcs. Intuitively, it

is called a cut because removal of the arcs in a cut would disconnect all possible channels

for a positive ow. The maximal amount of ow in a network � = (V;A) is denoted

max ow(�). The capacity of a cut is the sum of the capacities of the arcs in this cut. A

cut is minimum if there is no cut in the network with a smaller capacity. The capacity of

a minimum cut of � is denoted min cut(�). The following results are often used.

Lemma 2.4 In a network � = (V;A),

(i) max ow(�) = min cut(�):

(ii) an arc is used to full capacity in each maximal ow if and only if it is in some

minimum cut.

The �rst part of the lemma is the famous max ow-min cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson

(1956). The proof of the second part is straightforward: an arc is used to full capacity

in each maximal ow if and only if reducing its capacity reduces the value of the ow,

if and only if the arc is in some minimum cut. Consider a ow network �S arising from

some realization problem R. Notice that the capacity of an arc aij with i 2 S; j 2 mS

is chosen so large, that arcs of this type are never in a minimum cut of �S . Thus, for

every minimum cut C in a ow network �S there exist S0 � S and T � MS such that

C =
S
i2S0 ai [

S
j2T aj . With a slight abuse of notation, we will denote this cut C by

(S0; T ) with S0 � S; T � mS . The set of minimum cuts of a ow network �S is denoted

MC(�S). The following example illustrates these de�nitions.

Example 2.5 Consider a ow network that is similar to that in the previous example.

Let !1 = 10; !2 = 6; !3 = 8, and take cp = 9; cq = 5; cr = 10. Then we obtain the

ow network in Figure 2.3. The capacities of intermediary arcs are considered to be high

and are omitted for notational convenience. There are in�nitely many maximal ows by

taking convex combinations of the maximal ows f and g de�ned as in Figure 2.5.

There is one minimum cut, namely C = (S; T ) with S = f3g and T = fp; qg. Notice that
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Figure 2.3: A ow network

arc a1 a2 a3 a1p a2p a2q a3q a3r ap aq ar

f 8 6 8 8 1 5 0 8 9 5 8

g 9 5 8 9 0 5 0 8 9 5 8

Figure 2.4: Combining f and g gives uncountably many maxows.

the maximal amount of ow from source to sink equals 22, which is exactly the capacity

of the cut (S; T ). /

Lemma 2.6 Let R be a realization problem, and �S the corresponding ow network for

a coalition of players S. If C1 = (S1; T1) and C2 = (S2; T2) are minimum cuts of �S, then

so are C3 = (S1 \ S2; T1 [ T2) and C4 = (S1 [ S2; T1 \ T2).

Proof. Each directed path from the source to the sink is uniquely described by a pair

(i; j) with i 2 N , j 2 S and j 2 mi. By de�nition of a cut, for each such path (i; j)

either i 2 Sk or j 2 Tk (k = 1; 2). It follows easily that i 2 S1 \ S2 or j 2 T1 [ T2 and
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thati 2 S1 [ S2 or j 2 T1 \ T2. As a consequence, C3 and C4 are cuts. Moreover,

X
`2C1

cap(`) +
X
`2C2

cap(`) =
X
i2S1

cap(i) +
X
j2T1

cap(j) +
X
i2S2

cap(i) +
X
j2T2

cap(j)

=
X

i2S1\S2

cap(i) +
X

j2T1[T2

cap(j) +

+
X

i2S1[S2

cap(i) +
X

j2T1\T2

cap(j)

=
X
`2C3

cap(`) +
X
`2C4

cap(`):

Since both C1 and C2 are minimum cuts, this implies that C3 and C4 are minimum cuts. 2

Theorem 2.7 Let R = (N;M;m; !; c) be a realization problem and (N; vR) the corre-

sponding cooperative realization game. Let S � N and let (S1; Q) 2MC(�S). Then

vR(S) =
X

i2S;mi�Q

!i �
X
j2Q

cj : (2.2)

Proof. Firstly, observe that every cut (U; V ) of �S that is minimal with respect to

inclusion is of the form (fi 2 Sjmi 6� Pg; P ) for some P �M . Hence

X
i2S;mi 6�Q

cap(i) +
X
j2Q

cap(j) = min
P�M

8<
:

X
i2S;mi 6�P

cap(i) +
X
j2P

cap(j)

9=
; :

This gives

X
i2S;mi�Q

!i �
X
j2Q

cj =
X
i2S

cap(i)�

8<
:

X
i2S;mi 6�Q

cap(i) +
X
j2Q

cap(j)

9=
;

=
X
i2S

!i � min
P�M

8<
:

X
i2S;mi 6�P

cap(i) +
X
j2P

cap(j)

9=
;

=
X
i2S

!i + max
P�M

8<
:�

X
i2S;mi 6�P

!i �
X
j2P

cj

9=
;
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= max
P�M

8<
:

X
i2S;mi�P

!i �
X
j2P

cj

9=
; = vR(S):

2

3 Noncooperative realization problems: contri-

bution games

In the former section we discussed the cooperative model for realizing a set of projects.

The collective of players is able to decide upon the optimal set of projects to be construct-

ed. Here we consider the realization problem as a contribution problem where no binding

agreements can be made and the di�erent players have to decide individually how much

they want to spend on having their projects realized. After the individual contributions

have been made, an independent arbitrator is supposed to decide upon the projects to

buy. This task involves a lot of ambiguity, since in general a pro�le of contributions can be

associated with more than one feasible set of projects. Therefore the arbitrator makes use

of a decision rule that we will call a realization scheme. A realization scheme relates each

pro�le of contributions to an a�ordable combination of projects. A realization problem

together with a realization scheme R is called a contribution problem. The arbitration

procedure is not a black box: before the players make their bids known to the arbitrator

the realization scheme is publicly announced.

It makes sense to require from the arbitrator that he puts forward a `reasonable' real-

ization scheme. For instance, it may be perceived as `unfair' if the arbitrator decides to

use the contribution of player 1 to buy other projects than he is interested in, especially if

these are projects for zero contributors. Also the realization scheme should be such that

it should give the players the right incentives. Those players which will pro�t a lot by

having the desired set of projects should be pushed to contribute. Here we put forward

a realization scheme that combines a number desirable features in this respect. A formal

de�nition will be given subsequently, and requires some additional work. First we will

de�ne formally the strategic game that corresponds to the above noncooperative setting.
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The contribution problem C induces a contribution game

G(C) = (N; (Xi)i2N ; (ui)i2N);

where the strategy space of player i 2 N , the set of possible contributions, is Xi = [0; !i).

The realization scheme R is a mapping from the Cartesian product of the strategy spaces

of the di�erent players, i.e.
Q

i2N Xi, to the set of all combinations of projects 2
M . Then

for a given pro�le of individual contributions x 2
Q

i2N Xi, R(x) stands for the set of

projects that will be realized. Player i's payo� function ui : X ! IR is de�ned, for each

pro�le x = (xi)i2N 2 X as

ui(x) =

�
�xi if mi 6� R(x);

!i � xi if mi � R(x):

That is: he gets his reward !i only if all of his projects are realized and his contribution

xi causes disutility.

By taking Xi = [0; !i), it is assumed that each player i 2 N contributes a nonnegative

amount, but strictly less than his reward !i. This is not a very restrictive assumption: it

makes no sense to contribute more than the bene�t you can derive from the realization

of your projects and contributing !i is weakly dominated by contributing 0. A slightly

di�erent approach, not inuencing the results in the present paper, would be to endow

each player i 2 N with an initial amount ei 2 IR+ of money such that ei < !i and to take

Xi = [0; ei]. We do not take this approach.

For notational convenience, let X be the Cartesian product of the strategy sets Xi,

i.e. X =
Q

i2N Xi. Moreover, in the same fashion we de�ne for i 2 N and S � N :

X�i :=
Y

k2Nnfig

Xk and XS :=
Y
i2S

Xi:

Occasionally, notation like (xi; x�i) or (xNnS; xS) is used if the strategy of player i or

coalition S needs stressing.

The promised realization scheme R is inspired by the techniques that we used to �nd

the values of the characteristic function of the realization problem. We de�ne in a similar
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way a ow network �(x) for each pro�le x 2 X of contributions. �(x) has a node set V

consisting of a source, a sink, N , and M . The nodes are called So, Si, node(i) (i 2 N),

and node(j) (j 2 M). �(x) has arc set A consisting of directed arcs. For each player

i 2 N there is an arc ai from the source So to player i's node node(i) with capacity

cap(i) = xi. When project j 2 M is an element of mi, there is an arc aij from node(i)

to node(j) with a capacity strictly larger than any possible contribution by player i, for

instance cap(ij) = !i + 1. For each project j 2M there is an arc aj from node(j) to the

sink Si with capacity cap(j) = cj . Notice that the underlying network (V;A) is the same

for each �(x); only the capacities of the player arcs are di�erent.

Example 3.1 In a contribution problem with player set N = f1; 2; 3g, project set

M = fp; q; rg, and m1 = fpg; m2 = fp; qg; m3 = fq; rg, the ow network �(x) given

contributions x = (x1; x2; x3) has the form of Figure 3.1. /

ω

ω

ω

ω

ω

Figure 3.1: A ow network

Recall the de�nitions concerning ows and cuts in a ow network (V;A) with a source

and a sink. Take a ow network �(x) arising from some contribution problem C. The set

of minimum cuts of �(x) will be denoted by MC(x). Notice that the capacity of an arc

aij with i 2 N; j 2 M is chosen so large, that arcs of this type are never in a minimum

12



cut of �(x). Thus, for every minimum cut C 2 MC(x) there exist S � N and T � M

such that C = (S; T ).

What insight does the ow network �(x) de�ned above give us in the problem under

consideration? Given the constraint that each player i 2 N is willing to contribute only

to the cost of projects in his desired set mi, a maximal ow f describes exactly

(i) how much of the total contribution
P

i2N xi can be used for the provision of the

projects, namely max ow(�(x)),

(ii) which projects can be �nanced using this particular maximal ow, namely those

with arcs used to maximum capacity, and

(iii) who contributes how much to the costs of these projects in the maximal ow f ,

namely player i contributes to project j the amount of ow through aij , f(aij).

Since selecting a particular maximal ow would strongly favour some of the players, the

realization scheme R is de�ned as follows: in a contribution problem C, for each pro�le

x 2 X of contributions the set R(x) of realized projects equals the set of projects used

to maximal capacity by each maximal ow in �(x). By Lemma 2.4 (ii), this is equivalent

with stating that a project is realized if and only if it is contained in some minimum cut

of �(x). Formally, for all x 2
Q

i2N Xi,

R(x) =
[

(S;T )2MC(x)

T:

Many of the proofs use the fact that for each x 2 X there exists a minimum cut (S; T ) in

�(x) such that R(x) = T . This result follows immediately from the next lemma.

Lemma 3.2 Let C be a contribution problem, x 2 X a pro�le of contributions, and �(x)

the corresponding ow network. If C1 = (S1; T1) and C2 = (S2; T2) are minimum cuts,

then C3 = (S1 \ S2; T1 [ T2) and C4 = (S1 [ S2; T1 \ T2) are also minimum cuts.

Proof. See the proof of Lemma 2.6. 2
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The realization scheme R shares uses personalized contributions, i.e. each individual

contribution xi is used for projects in mi. No player is subsidizing others at the cost of the

realization of his own plan. Furthermore, each player i can freely dispose of the projects

in mi; all the projects will be realized in case he is willing to pay for the corresponding

aggregate cost. The next sections will also show that in equilibrium the players together

act on behalf of the desires of the society of players by maximizing utilitarian welfare.

4 Contribution games are potential games

Monderer and Shapley (1996) introduced several classes of potential games. A common

feature of these classes is the existence of a real-valued function, called a potential, on the

strategy space that incorporates the strategic possibilities of all players simultaneously.

In this section, contribution games are shown to be ordinal potential games; one of the

ordinal potential functions is the classical utilitarian collective welfare function, de�ned

as the sum of the individual players' utility functions. See Moulin (1988) for a survey of

this and other welfare functions.

De�nition 4.1 A game G = (N; (Xi)i2N ; (ui)i2N) is an ordinal potential game if there

exists a function P :
Q

i2N Xi ! IR such that for each player i 2 N , each strategy

combination x�i 2 X�i of his opponents, and each xi; yi 2 Xi:

ui(yi; x�i)� ui(xi; x�i) > 0, P (yi; x�i)� P (xi; x�i) > 0:

The function P is called an (ordinal) potential of the game G.

In other words, if P is an ordinal potential function of the game G, the sign of the

change in the payo� to a unilaterally deviating player matches the sign of the change in

the value of P . In particular, this implies that the information concerning best respons-

es of every player is incorporated into this potential function. The following result is clear.

Proposition 4.2 Let G = (N; (Xi)i2N ; (ui)i2N) be a game with ordinal potential function

P . Then x 2 X is a Nash equilibrium of G if and only if x is a Nash equilibrium of
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the game (N; (Xi)i2N ; (P )i2N), the coordination game obtained by replacing all payo�

functions by the ordinal potential function P .

Ordinal potential games are characterized in Voorneveld and Norde (1997) using the

notion of weak improvement cycles. Notice that an ordinal potential game has in�nitely

many di�erent ordinal potential functions. The next theorem shows that the utilitarian

welfare function is an ordinal potential function of a contribution game.

Theorem 4.3 Let G(C) be a contribution game. The utilitarian welfare function U :

X ! IR de�ned by U =
P

i2N ui is an ordinal potential of G(C).

Proof. Let i 2 N , x�i 2 X�i, and xi; yi 2 Xi. Assume without loss of generality that

xi < yi. For notational convenience, write x = (xi; x�i) and y = (yi; x�i). Discern three

cases:

Case (i): mi 6� R(y).

Since some arcs that correspond with projects in mi are not a member of any minimum

cut of the ow network �(y), it must be that ai 2 C for every C 2MC(y). By decreasing

cap(i) from yi to xi the collection of minimum cuts does not change. So R(y) = R(x).

This implies ui(y)� ui(x) = U(y)� U(x) = xi � yi.

Case (ii): mi � R(x). By Lemma 3.2, there exists a minimum cut (S; T ) in the ow

network �(x) such that T = R(x). Since mi � T , ai =2 S. By increasing cap(i) from xi

to yi, (S; T ) remains a minimum cut; no new minimum cuts appear, although some may

disappear. So R(y) � R(x). Because T � R(y) it follows that R(y) = R(x) and that

ui(y)� ui(x) = U(y)� U(x) = xi � yi.

Case (iii): mi 6� R(x) and mi � R(y).

In this case, ui(y) � ui(x) = !i � yi + xi > 0. When player i spends the amount xi,

ai 2 C for every C 2MC(x). Let zi 2 (xi; yi] be the smallest contribution of player i for

which ai is no longer in every minimum cut of the ow network �(x�i; zi). Case 1 shows

that R(x) = R(x�i; t) for every t 2 (xi; zi). Case 2 shows that R(y) = R(x�i; t) for every

t 2 [zi; yi]. By increasing cap(i) from xi to zi, no minimum cut disappears, whereas some

minimum cuts will appear, at least one of them not containing ai. Therefore R(x) is a
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proper subset of R(x�i; zi) = R(y) and as a consequence

U(y)� U(x) =
X

`:m`�R(y)

!` � yi �
X

`:m`�R(x)

!` + xi � !i � yi + xi > 0:

This concludes the proof. 2

Consequently, a contribution game is best-response equivalent with a coordination game

where the payo� functions of the players are replaced by the utilitarian welfare function

U . This is a signi�cant insight: even though the players play a noncooperative game,

utilitarian social welfare enters their game in the sense that, given the strategy pro�le

of the opponents, a player maximizes his payo� if and only if he maximizes utilitarian

welfare. Therefore, it is of interest to investigate the relation between equilibria of the

contribution game and strategies that maximize social welfare.

5 Equilibria of contribution games

The existence of Nash equilibria of contribution games is established in the �rst theorem

of this section. Two properties of Nash equilibria are derived: no money is wasted in

an equilibrium and if a player is not satis�ed since not all of his projects are realized,

then he contributes nothing. These two properties are used to establish the existence

of strategy pro�les that maximize utilitarian welfare in a contribution game. Utilitarian

welfare maximizing strategy pro�les are proven to be strong Nash equilibria: no coalition

of players has an incentive to deviate from such a pro�le.

Theorem 5.1 Each contribution game G(C) has a Nash equilibrium.

Proof. The proof is based on an algorithm which is shown to terminate in �nitely many

steps with a Nash equilibrium of the game. Initially, set k = 0 and x0 = 0: each player

contributes zero. The general step of the algorithm is as follows. After k iterations, we

are given a strategy pro�le xk such that

X
i2N

xki =
X

j2R(xk)

cj = max ow(�(xk)) = min cut(�(xk)); (5.1)
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fi 2 N j xki > 0; mi 6� R(xk)g = ;; (5.2)

fi 2 N jmi � R(xk�1)g � fi 2 N jmi � R(xk)g if k � 1: (5.3)

The pro�le x0 = 0 trivially satis�es these conditions. Next, de�ne

Ck = fi 2 N j xki > 0; mi � R(xk)g;

F k = fi 2 N j xki = 0; mi � R(xk)g;

Nk = fi 2 N j xki = 0; mi 6� R(xk)g:

The algorithm stops after k iterations if Nk = ; or if Nk 6= ; and xk is a Nash equilibrium

of G(C). If the algorithm does not stop, some player i(k + 1) 2 N can improve by

unilaterally changing his contribution. We claim that i(k+1) 2 Nk. To prove this claim,

notice that by (5.2) N is the union of the pairwise disjoint sets Ck, F k , and Nk.

Clearly, i(k + 1) =2 F k, since players i 2 F k achieve their payo� maximum !i by

contributing nothing and therefore cannot possibly increase their payo�.

To show that i(k+ 1) =2 Ck, consider h 2 Ck. By de�nition xkh > 0 and mh � R(xk).

Player h cannot bene�t from increasing his contribution: Lemma 3.2 implies that there

exists a minimum cut (S; T ) in �(xk) such that T = R(xk). Hence ah =2 S. If h increases

his contribution, (S; T ) will remain aminimum cut. Hence h's projects will still be realized,

but he contributes more, which decreases his payo�. Player h also cannot bene�t from

decreasing his contribution: Property (5.1) implies that each maximal ow f in �(xk)

uses every arc ai with i 2 N to full capacity xki and each arc aj with j 2 R(xk) to full

capacity cj . If player h decreases his contribution, say to �xkh with � 2 [0; 1), a maximal

ow f 0 in the new ow network can be constructed as follows:

For i 2 N : f 0(ai) =

�
�f(ai) if i = h;

f(ai) otherwise:

For i 2 N; j 2 mi : f 0(aij) =

�
�f(aij) if i = h; j 2 mh;

f(aij) otherwise:

For j 2M : f 0(aj) =
X

i2N :j2mi

f 0(aij):
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If j 2 mh is such that f(aij) > 0, then f 0(aj) < f(aj) = cj , so j is not used to full

capacity by the maximal ow f 0 in the new ow network: not all projects in mh are used

to full capacity by every maximal ow, so player h will lose his reward !h if he decreases

his contribution, thus decreasing his payo� from !h � xkh > 0 to something nonpositive,

namely ��xkh.

Consequently, i(k+1) 2 Nk, which implies xk
i(k+1)

= 0. The fact that he can improve,

means that
P

j2mi(k+1)nR(xk) cj < !i(k+1): he can pay the costs necessary to �nance that

part of his projects that is not realized in �(xk). Set

xk+1
i =

8<
:

xki if i 6= i(k + 1);X
j2minR(xk)

cj if i = i(k + 1):

Notice that a maximal ow f in �(xk) can easily be extended to a maximal ow in �(xk+1)

by adding a ow via player i(k + 1) that pays exactly for his projects in mi(k+1)nR(x
k).

Since such an extended maximal ow exactly �nances the projects in R(xk)[mi(k+1) and

no others, it follows that R(xk+1) = R(xk)[mi(k+1). Increasing k by one, this also means

that the input again satis�es (5.1) { (5.3), so that the general step can be repeated.

Two things remain to be shown: that the algorithm ends and that, if it ends after k

iterations, xk is indeed a Nash equilibrium of the game.

By construction, the algorithm ends after k iterations if Nk 6= ; and xk is a Nash

equilibrium, or if Nk = ;. If Nk = ;, xk must be a Nash equilibrium, since it was shown

above that any player that could bene�t from unilateral deviation had to be a member of

Nk. By (5.3), jNkj < jNk�1j if k � 1, so the algorithm terminates. 2

Now that the existence of Nash equilibria in contribution games has been established,

it becomes interesting to study their properties. The next proposition makes clear that

players whose project sets are not completely realized do not contribute anything in an

equilibrium. Moreover, no money is wasted: in an equilibrium, the contributions of the

players exactly su�ce to pay for the realized projects.

Proposition 5.2 Let G(C) be a contribution game and x 2 NE(G(C)).

(i) Let i 2 N . If mi 6� R(x), then xi = 0.
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(ii)
P

j2R(x) cj = min cut(�(x)) = max ow(�(x)) = x(N).

Proof. (i) Assume mi 6� R(x) and suppose that xi > 0. By de�nition of R, mi 6� R(x)

implies that there is no minimum cut (S; T ) in �(x) such that mi � T . Hence, ai is

in each minimum cut of �(x). Reducing i's contribution slightly does not change the

set of minimum cuts and thus increases i's payo�, contradicting x 2 NE(G(C)). Hence

mi 6� R(x) implies xi = 0.

(ii). Obviously

X
j2R(x)

cj � min cut(�(x)) = max ow(�(x)) � x(N):

By Lemma 3.2, �(x) has a minimum cut (S; T ) such that R(x) = T . If mi � T = R(x)

and xi > 0, then ai =2 S. If mi 6� T = R(x), then xi = 0 by Proposition 5.2(i). Hence S

contains no arcs ai with cap(i) = xi > 0. Thus

X
j2R(x)

cj = min cut(�(x)) = max ow(�(x)):

Suppose that

X
j2R(x)

cj = min cut(�(x)) = max ow(�(x)) <
X
i2N

xi:

Then there exists an i 2 N with xi > 0 such that ai is not used to full capacity in some

maximal ow in �(x). According to Lemma 2.4, ai is in no minimum cut. Then i can

reduce his contribution slightly without a�ecting the set of minimum cuts and thus in-

crease his payo�, contradicting x 2 NE(G(C)). 2

The next proposition shows that a strategy pro�le maximizing utilitarian welfare

U exists in each contribution game G(C). Notice that argmaxx2X U(x) is a subset of

NE(G(C)); otherwise, some player could increase his payo� by deviating, but then the

ordinal potential U would increase as well.

Proposition 5.3 Let G(C) be a contribution game and U =
P

i2N ui. Then the utilitar-

ian welfare function achieves its maximum:
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argmax x2XU(x) 6= ;:

Proof. Observe that argmaxx2XU(x) = argmaxfU(x) j x 2 NE(G(C))g. Let x 2

NE(G(C)). By Proposition 5.2(ii):

U(x) :=
X
i2N

ui(x) =
X

i2N :mi�R(x)

!i �
X
i2N

xi

=
X

i2N :mi�R(x)

!i �
X

j2R(x)

cj :

There are �nitely many projects, so the collection fR(x) j x 2 NE(G(C))g � 2M has

�nitely many elements. This implies that fU(x) j x 2 NE(G(C))g also has �nitely many

elements. Consequently, the maximum is attained in this set, i.e. argmaxx2X U(x) 6= ;. 2

In a potential game, the collection of strategy pro�les at which there is a potential

achieving its maximum is called the potential maximizer. The potential maximizer is

suggested as an equilibrium re�nement tool by Monderer and Shapley (1996) and Pe-

leg, Potters, and Tijs (1996) . In ordinal potential games, di�erent potentials give rise

to di�erent maximizers (as opposed, for instance, to exact potential games). Hence the

collection of strategies maximizing utilitarian welfare in a contribution game may be a

proper subset of the potential maximizer of the game.

Strong Nash equilibria have been de�ned in Aumann (1959). In a game

(N; (Xi)i2N ; (ui)i2N), a strategy combination x 2 X is a strong Nash equilibrium if for

every ; 6= S � N and every yS 2 XS there exists an i 2 S such that ui(x) � ui(xNnS; yS).

In other words, x 2 X is a strong Nash equilibrium if there is no coalition ; 6= S � N

of players and no alternative strategy yi 2 Xinfxig for the members i 2 S such that

ui(xNnS; yS) > ui(x) for each player i 2 S.

Strong Nash equilibria were de�ned to be strategy pro�les for which there is no coali-

tion of players that can deviate and make each of its members strictly better o�. A slightly

weaker de�nition would be to require that there is no coalition of players that can deviate
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and make each of its members not worse o� and at least one of its members better o�. In

contribution games, however, the two de�nitions are equivalent, since each payo� function

ui satis�es

8x; y 2 X : xi 6= yi ) ui(x) 6= ui(y):

The set of strong Nash equilibria of a game G is denoted SNE(G). Although the set of

Nash equilibria is nonempty in a wide class of noncooperative games, existence of strong

Nash equilibria is much rarer. Existence of strong Nash equilibria in contribution games is

established in the next theorem by showing that a strategy pro�le maximizing utilitarian

welfare is a strong Nash equilibrium.

Theorem 5.4 Let G(C) be a contribution game and U =
P

i2N ui. Then argmax
x2X

U(x) �

SNE(G(C)). Hence SNE(G(C)) 6= ;.

Proof. As soon as the inclusion is established, existence of strong Nash equilibria follows

from Proposition 5.3. Let x 2 argmaxt2X U(t). Then individual players cannot pro�tably

deviate from x, since x 2 NE(G(C)). The entire player set N cannot pro�tably deviate

from x, since x maximizes
P

i2N ui. Suppose that x =2 SNE(G(C)). Then there exists

a coalition S � N with 1 < jSj < jN j and strategies yi 2 Xinfxig for each i 2 S

such that ui(xNnS; yS) > ui(x) for each i 2 S. For notational convenience, de�ne y =

(xNnS; yS). Below it is shown that there is a strategy pro�le z 2 X such that U(z) > U(x),

contradicting x 2 argmaxt2X U(t).

A player i 2 N , in general, belongs to one of four types:

(type 1) xi > 0 ; mi � R(x);

(type 2) xi = 0 ; mi 6� R(x);

(type 3) xi > 0 ; mi 6� R(x);

(type 4) xi = 0 ; mi � R(x):

Since x is a Nash equilibrium, Proposition 5.2(i) implies that there are no players of the

third type in �(x). If a player is of the fourth type, he achieves his payo� maximum !i

without contributing: such players cannot belong to S. Hence, members of S are either

of type 1 or of type 2.
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Write S = S1 [ S2 with Sk = fi 2 S j i is of type kg; k = 1; 2. The fact that the

members of S deviate from x and improve their payo� implies

yi < xi and mi � R(y) if i 2 S1; (5.4)

yi > 0 and mi � R(y) if i 2 S2: (5.5)

It is impossible that S2 = ;. To prove this, suppose, to the contrary, that all members of

S are of type 1: S = S1. By (5.4), there exists for each i 2 S = S1 a �i 2 [0; 1) such that

yi = �ixi. Take any maximal ow f in �(x). Then a maximal ow f 0 in �(y) is obtained

as follows:

For i 2 N : f 0(ai) =

�
�if(ai) if i 2 S;

f(ai) otherwise:

For i 2 N; j 2 mi : f 0(aij) =

�
�if(aij) if i 2 S; j 2 mi;

f(aij) otherwise:

For j 2M : f 0(aj) =
P

i2N :j2mi
f 0(aij):

According to Proposition 5.2(ii), the contributions in �(x) are exactly su�cient to pay

for the projects in R(x). By de�nition of R: f(aj) = cj for all j 2 R(x). If i 2 S pays

part of the costs of j 2 mi according to f , i.e., f(aij) > 0, then this ow decreases by a

factor �i in �(y), so that f 0(aj) < f(aj) = cj . Hence aj is not used to full capacity by the

maximal ow f 0 in �(y), implying that j =2 R(y). Then mi 6� R(y), contradicting (5.4).

This completes the proof that S2 6= ;.

De�ne V = fi 2 N j xi > 0g and the nonempty project set M 0 =
S
i2S2

minR(x) =S
i2S2

min
S
i2V mi.

Let f be a maximal ow in �(x). By de�nition of R, every arc aj with j 2 R(x) is

used to full capacity cj by f . By Proposition 5.2(ii):

X
i2N

f(ai) =
X
i2N

xi =
X

j2R(x)

cj =
X

j2R(x)

f(aj):

Let g be a maximal ow in �(y). By (5.5), M 0 � R(y). By de�nition of R, every arc aj

with j 2M 0 is used to full capacity by g:

for j 2M 0 : cj = g(aj):
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Since M 0 =
S
i2S2

min
S
i2V mi, the ow in arc aj with j 2 M 0 is generated entirely by

members of S2: for j 2M 0 we have

cj = g(aj) =
X

i2S2:j2mi

g(aij):

The total ow through the arcs aj with j 2M 0 then equals

X
j2M 0

cj =
X
j2M 0

X
i2S2:j2mi

g(aij)

and is generated entirely by the members of S2. Given ow g, an arbitrary player i 2 S2

pays
P

j2M 0\mi
g(aij) for the projects in M 0 . Summing over the players in S2 yields

X
j2M 0

cj =
X
i2S2

X
j2M 0\mi

g(aij) =
X
j2M 0

X
i2S2:j2mi

g(aij):

De�ne a strategy pro�le z 2 X as follows:

zi =

� P
j2M 0\mi

g(aij) if i 2 S2;

xi otherwise:

Combine ows f and g to a feasible ow h in �(z) as follows:

For i 2 N : h(ai) =

�
zi if i 2 S2;

f(ai) = xi = zi otherwise:

For i 2 N; j 2 mi : h(aij) =

�
g(aij) if i 2 S2; j 2M 0;

f(aij) otherwise:

For j 2M : h(aj) =

8<
:

g(aj) = cj if j 2M 0;

f(aj) = cj if j 2 R(x)

f(aj) = 0 otherwise:

Notice that

X
i2N

zi =
X
i2S2

zi +
X

i2NnS2

zi

=
X
i2S2

X
j2M 0\mi

g(aij) +
X

i2NnS2

xi

=
X
j2M 0

cj +
X

j2R(x)

cj =
X
j2M

h(aj):

Thus, h is a maximal ow in �(z) and faj j j 2 R(x) [ M 0g is a minimum cut of

�(z). Hence R(z) = R(x) [ M 0. But then ui(z) � ui(x) for each i 2 NnS2 and
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ui(z) = !i � zi > 0 = ui(x) for each i 2 S2, implying U(z) > U(x). This contra-

dicts x 2 argmaxt2X U(t). Conclude that x is indeed a strong Nash equilibrium. 2

The converse inclusion of Theorem 5.4 holds as well. The set of realized projects is

the same in each strong Nash equilibrium and, as a consequence, every strong Nash equi-

librium maximizes utilitarian welfare.

Theorem 5.5 Let G(C) be a contribution game and U =
P

i2N ui. If x; y 2 SNE(G(C)),

then R(x) = R(y). Hence SNE(G(C)) � argmax t2X U(t).

Proof. As soon as the implication is established, the inclusion of the set of strong Nash

equilibria in the set of maximizers of utilitarian welfare can be shown as follows: let

x 2 SNE(G(C)) and y 2 argmax t2XU(t). Then y 2 SNE(G(C)) by Theorem 5.4 and

R(x) = R(y) by the implication. Then Proposition 5.2(ii) implies

U(x) =
X
i2N

ui(x) =
X

i2N :mi�R(x)

!i �
X
i2N

xi

=
X

i2N :mi�R(x)

!i �
X

j2R(x)

cj =
X

i2N :mi�R(y)

!i �
X

j2R(y)

cj

=
X

i2N :mi�R(y)

!i �
X
i2N

yi =
X
i2N

ui(y)

= U(y) = max
t2X

U(t):

So x 2 argmax t2XU(t), as was to be shown.

To show the implication, let x; y 2 SNE(G(C)) and suppose R(x) 6= R(y). Without

loss of generality, R(y)nR(x) 6= ;. Below it is shown that the coalition

D = fi 2 N j yi > 0; mi \ fR(y)nR(x)g 6= ;g

can pro�tably deviate from x, contradicting x 2 SNE(G(C)).

By Proposition 5.2(i): if i 2 D, then mi 6� R(x), so xi = 0 and ui(x) = 0.

Let f be a maximal ow in �(y). By de�nition of R, every arc aj with j 2 R(y)nR(x) is

used to full capacity cj by f . Since this ow is generated entirely by the members of D,
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one �nds

8j 2 R(y)nR(x) : cj =
X

i2D:j2mi

f(aij):

Player i 2 D contributes
P

j2mi\fR(y)nR(x)g f(aij) to the projects in R(y)nR(x) in the

maximal ow f . De�ne z 2 X by

zi =

�
xi if i =2 D;P

j2mi\fR(y)nR(x)g f(aij) if i 2 D:

It will be shown that this deviation from x by the members of D will guarantee the

realization of R(x) [ R(y), which is an improvement for the members of D. Let g be a

maximal ow in �(x). A ow h in �(z) is de�ned as follows.

1) For i 2 N we de�ne put h(ai) = zi:

2) For i 2 N; j 2 mi let

h(aij) =

8>>>><
>>>>:

f(aij) if i 2 D; j 2 R(y)nR(x);

g(aij) = 0 if i 2 D; j =2 R(y)nR(x);

g(aij) otherwise:

3) For j 2M let

h(aj) =

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

g(aj) = 0 if j 2MnfR(x)[R(y)g;

X
i2D:j2mi

h(aij) = cj if j 2 R(y)nR(x);

g(aj) = cj if j 2 R(x)nR(y):

Notice that h is a maximal ow in �(z) and max ow(�(z)) =
P

i2N zi =

=
P

j2R(x)[R(y) cj = min cut(�(z)). Hence R(z) = R(x) [ R(y). Then for each i 2 D:

ui(z) = !i � zi > 0 = ui(x), contradicting x 2 SNE(G(C)). 2

Since by Theorem 5.5 each strong Nash equilibrium induces maximal utilitarian welfare,

the corresponding pro�le of individual net-payo�s de�nes a pre-imputation of the realiza-

tion game. Next we will show that each of these pre-imputations are core allocations of
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the realization game. To be more precise, there is an one-to-one correspondence between

the set of all strong Nash equilibria and the subset of the core of the realization game

where players with zero payo�s must be null players. In other words, the set of strong

Nash equilibria naturally corresponds to the largest subset of the core that maximizes

the number of players with positive rewards. Recall that i 2 N is a null player for a

cooperative game (N; v) if for all S � Nnfig it holds v(S [ fig) = v(S). So a null player

i is a dummy player with v(fig) = 0 (see e.g. Shapley (1953)). With the set of all null

players of a game (N; v) denoted by null(N; v), we have the following.

Theorem 5.6 Let R = (N;M;m; !; c) be a realization problem. Let (N; vR) and CR =

(N; (Xi)i2N ; (ui)i2N) be the corresponding cooperative realization game and noncooperative

contribution game respectively. Then there exists a one-to-one correspondence from the

set of strong Nash-equilibria of CR to

K := fu 2 core(N; vR) j ui = 0 implies i 2 null(N; vR)g:

Proof. Theorem 5.5 states that in each strong Nash-equilibrium the same subset of M

is realized. Call this subset R. De�ne N+ to be fi 2 N j mi � Rg. Let i 2 N+. Then

mi is realized in any strong Nash-equilibrium y, so the reward !i of player i contributes

to U(y). Hence, vR(N) > vR(Nnfig). Because of the convexity of vR, there exists a

core-element u with ui = vR(N) � vR(Nnfig) > 0. Hence, ui > 0 for every i 2 N+.

If i =2 N+, then !i does not contribute to U(y) for any strong Nash-equilibrium and

therefore vR(N) = vR(Nnfig). So ui = 0 for every core-element u. We conclude that

N+ = fi 2 N j ui > 0g for any u 2 K. Now let u 2 K. We de�ne x(u) as follows:

x(u)i =

8<
:

!i � ui if i 2 N+ (so ui > 0)

0 if i 62 N+ (so ui = 0):

We prove that x := x(u) is a strong Nash-equilibrium. Firstly we have to show that xi is

a strategy of player i, i.e. that xi 2 [0; !i). This is the case since for all i 2 N+, ui > 0

and ui � vR(N)� vR(Nnfig)� !i. We have:

X
i2N

xi =
X
i2N+

!i �
X
i2N

ui =
X
i2N+

!i � vR(N) =
X
i2N+

!i � (
X
i2N+

!i �
X
j2R

cj) =
X
j2R

cj :
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Hence, in order to prove that U(x) is maximal (and thus, by Theorem 5.4, x is a strong

Nash-equilibrium), we have to show that R(x) = R. That is, for every j 2 R, there must

exist a minimum cut in �(x) of which aj is a member. We know a cut with capacityP
i2N xi of which aj is a member: take all arcs of the players i with xi = 0 and all arcs of

elements in R. Hence, it is su�cient to show that a minimum cut has (at least) capacityP
i2N xi. Let (S;Q) be a minimum cut (here S � N and Q � M). Then mi � Q for all

i 2 NnS. The total capacity of (S;Q) equals
P

i2S xi +
P

j2Q cj . We have:

X
i2S

xi +
X
j2Q

cj �
X
i2S

xi +
X

j2
S
i2NnS

mi

cj �
X
i2S

xi +
X

i2NnS

!i � vR(NnS) �

�
X
i2S

xi +
X
i2NnS

(!i � ui) �
X
i2S

xi +
X

i2NnS

xi =
X
i2N

xi:

The �rst inequality holds because (S;Q) is a cut, the second one follows from the de�nition

of vR and the third one follows from the assumption that u is a core element.

Now let x be a strong Nash-equilibrium of CR. Then u = (ui(x))i2N can be considered as

an allocation of vR. Because, by Theorems 5.4 and 5.5, U takes its maximum at x, the

allocation u is e�cient, i.e.
P

i2N ui = vR(N) (= maxy2X U(y)).

Let S � N . In order to show that u 2 core(N; vR), we must prove that
P

i2S ui � vR(S).

Because, u � 0, we can assume that vR(S) > 0.

Let S+ � S be a smallest subcoalition of S such that vR(S) = vR(S+). Then: vR(S) =P
i2S+

!i �
P

j2Q cj , in which Q =
S
i2S+

mi. We prove that Q � R. Let i 2 S+

(since vR(S+) > 0, S+ 6= ;). Then vR(S+) � vR(S+nfig) > 0. By convexity, we get

vR(N)� vR(Nnfig)> 0. Hence, the grand coalition strictly bene�ts from the fact that i

is one of its members, so !i contributes to the value of N . Therefore, mi � R.

Because in an equilibrium no money is wasted and a coalition only pays for projects it

needs, we have that
P

i2S+
xi �

P
j2Q cj.

Hence:

X
i2S

ui �
X
i2S+

ui =
X
i2S+

(!i � xi) �
X
i2S+

!i �
X
j2Q

cj = vR(S+) = vR(S):
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We conclude that u 2 core(N; vR). To show that u 2 K, consider a player i 2 N with

ui = 0. Then mi 6� R. Hence vR(N) = vR(Nnfig). This gives that player i is a null

player.

To prove the one-to-one correspondence, one has to prove that, (i), for each y 2 K we

have: u(x(y)) = y and , (ii), for each strong Nash-equilibrium y, we have: x(u(y)) = y.

These two statements are straightforward, since fi 2 N j ui > 0g =fi 2 N j mi � R(y)g

for every u 2 K and every strong Nash-equilibrium y. 2
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